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INTRODUCTION
This report presents a method for generating all the orbital parameters
needed for the thermal analysis of spacecraft in Earth monitoring
Sun-synchronous orbits. The level of complexity is suitable for initial
planning of missions. The mechanics of Sun-synchronous orbits and their
impact on the thermal design of space experiments is discussed in detail. A
Sun-synchronous _rbit Analysis _rogram (SOAP) was developed to calculate the
orbital parameters necessary for a complete thermal analysis. An example case
run with this program is discussed.
ANALYSIS OF SUN-SYNCHRONOUS ORBITS
An overview of Sun-synchronous orbits is presented here with particular
emphasis on their application to Earth-monitoring missions. Additional
analysis of Sun-synchronous orbits can be found in reference i. A
Sun-synchronous orbit is one whose right ascension of ascending node precesses
at a rate which matches the average apparent rotation rate of the Sun about
the Earth. This type of orbit is desirable for many types of Earth-monitoring
missions because it allows for near-global coverage of the Earth's surface and
atmosphere and repetitive latitude-longitude observations at near-constant
conditions of solar illumination. Also of special significance for Earth
observing satellites, are the times during which the Sun is rising or setting
on the Earth's horizon, as viewed from the spacecraft. During sunset and
sunrise it is possible to obtain vertical profiles of many different
atmospheric constituents which attenuate the Sun's radiation. A spacecraft in
Sun-synchronous orbit, with a typical low Beta angle I (angle between the solar
vector and the orbit plane), will continue to experience a sunrise and sunset
every revolution, for as long as the orbit is maintained. In the case of a
purely Earth monitoring experiment, atmospheric data can be recorded over the
same area under the same lighting conditions at a constant time increment.
Sun-synchronous orbits are retrograde, that is, the velocity component of the
spacecraft in the equatorial plane opposes the rotational motion of the Earth.
Thus, the orbit inclination (angle between the orbit plane and equatorial
plane) will always be greater than 90 degrees. For circular orbits, the
inclination is only a function of the orbit altitude. The variation of
Sun-synchronous orbit inclination for circular orbits up to an altitude of
1600 kilometers is shown in Figure I.
iThe Beta angle defined in this paper will always refer to the angle between
the orbit plane and the Sun. Other publicalions often use the complement to
this angle.
Another special characteristic of a Sun-sfnchronous orbit is that the orbit
repetition factor (Q) is identical to the number of orbit revolutions in one
day. Therefore, assuming a circular orbit, any Sun-synchronous orbit has the
special property that its ground track will repeat precisely at intervals of a
whole number of days. Table 1 shows the number of orbital revolutions per day
as a function of orbit inclination or orbit altitude. This quantity Q
is important for defining the longitude and latitude ground coverage of an
Earth monitoring satellite. For example, an integer value for Q means that a
particular ground track will be duplicated the next day. If Q includes a
fraction, such as one-fifth, then the initial longitude coverage will be
duplicated every five days. Therefore, long repeat cycles will allow for
good longitude coverage, but poor repeat coverage. Similarly, shoct repeat
cycles give good repetition, but poor longitude coverage (ref. 2).
It is necessary to note that, though a Sun-synchronous Earth monitoring orbit
implies a fixed geometry with respect to the Sun, the solar radiation flux
input is not necessarily fixed, but actually varies considerably. This is due
to the satellite's path which crosses around the Earth and maintains a
constant view of the Earth on one side. Though no single side of the
satellite is fixed with respect to the Sun, there is often one sid_ that
receives a high average solar flux during an orbit. For example, if the
satellite orbit plane is in line with the Sun, the satellite will receive
direct solar radiation on its zenith side for the part of the orbit when the
satellite is between the Earth and the Sun. As the satellite move3 past the
polar region it will go behind the Earth, thus being blocked from the Sun's
radiation entirely. This type of orbit configuration can cause problems for
optical experiments using nadir detectors with a horizon to horizon view.
In this case, the nadir, or earth facing side of the experiment, will
experience direct solar flux during sunrise and sunset as seen from the
satellite as it passes around the Earth. The other extreme case occurs when
the satellite orbit plane is perpendicular to the Sun. This will ,:ause one
side of the satellite to receive full solar flux. Similarly, the opposite
side of the satellite would be facing deep space during the entire orbit.
As with any space experiment, the solar illumination or radiation flux input
has a considerable impact on the thermal and mechanical design. Therefore, it
is appropriate to discuss the orbital alignment with the Sun, specifically as
it applies to an Earth monitoring Sun-synchronous experiment. In _his case,
the initial timing of the orbit is important, since it will determine the
envelope of angles between the solar vector and the orbit plane. The initial
timing of a Sun-synchronous orbit is often referred to as the "orbit time",
which represents the longitudinal difference between the sun and the point
where the spacecraft crosses the equator (15 degrees per hour). For example,
if an orbit time of local clock noon is chosen, then the orbit plane would be
closely in line with the Sun and the angle between the Sun and the orbit plane
would be very small, even approaching zero at times. Each time the satellite
passes the equator the local clock time at this crossing position on the Earth
would be noon. Similarly, an orbit time six hours later would produce angles
near 90 degrees and an envelope that generally includes larger angles. This
type of orbit could create thermal problems since a particular side of the
experiment would be facing the Sun at all times, providing the nadir side
maintains a constant Earth view. In any event, the characteristics of a
Sun-synchronous orbit have a direct effect on the design of a space
experiment.
It is customary that the orbit time be expressed as either an ascending node
or descending node. This describes the path of the satellite as it crosses
the equator. In the case of an ascending node orbit, the satellite passes the
equator traveling from South to North. Similarly, a descending node orbit
crosses the equator traveling from North to South. Thus a 2:00 pm ascending
node orbit is equivalent to a 2:00 amdes_ending node orbit.
SUN-SYNCHRONOUS ORBIT ANALYSIS PROGRAM
A Sun-synchronous Orbit Analysis Program (SOAP), written in FORTRAN language,
was created to calculate orbital parameters for an entire year for a fixed
orbit altitude and orbit time. The source program has been written in th_
form of a subroutine, designed to be called from any other computer code. _
The subroutine and a sample calling program are supplied in Appendix A and an
example output is presented in Appendix B. The input and output calling
arguments, for the SOAP subroutine, are shown in Appendix C and the governing
equations used to calculate orbital parameters are presented in Appendix D.
The program is valid for Sun-synchronous orbits with launch dates after 1950
including leap years. Inputs for the program include the year of the launch,
experiment altitude and Sun-synchronous orbit time. Output data includes
orbit inclination angle, time in hours for a complete orbit or revolution
time, a set of data for the maximum and minimum Beta angle, and orbital data
for the entire year including solar declination, right ascension of the Sun,
and longitude of the ascending node. The orbital parameters calculated by
this program are extremely tedious to do by hand and require repetitive
calculations for every day of the year. Thus, this program provides an
efficient method for determining all of the orbital parameters needed for a
thermal radiation analysis.
It was stated previously that a Sun-synchronous orbit allowed for a fixed
inclination angle and a fixed revolution time. All of the other parameters
are a function of orbital position and the day of the year. A typical set of
output data will contain a maximum and minimum Beta angle for the year of
interest. Though the year and altitude have a small effect on the Beta
angles, the Sun-synchronous orbit time has the largest effect on t]lese angles
and their corresponding magnitudes. For example, a 6"00 orbit pro luces a
large variation in the Beta angle with the average angles being hi:_h, even
approaching 90 degrees in some cases. An orbit time of 12:00 would produce
the smallest variation in Beta angle and the maximum and minimum angles would
both be below i0 degrees. The yearly variation in Beta angle is due to
seasonal variation of the Earth's position with respect to the Sun. In the
case where the orbit plane is inclined at a high angle with respect to the Sun
(orbit times near noon), the Earth's seasonal tilt will create large
variations in Beta angle. Similarly, when the orbit plane is closely aligned
with the Sun (orbit times near 6:00), the Earth's tilt has little effect on
the Beta angle. Figure 2 shows the variation in Beta angle for different
Sun-synchronous orbit times. These results, calculated by the SOAP computer
program, are for a fixed altitude and yeac.
2The source code can be acquired on eithe_ diskette or magnetic tape by
contacting the author of this publication. Note, the author will ._ot be
responsible for any changes in the source code made by the user.
THERMAL ANALYSIS APPLICATION
A specific example case was chosen to illustrate the use of the
Sun-synchronous Orbit Analysis Program (SOAP) in calculating the orbital
fluxes incident on a Sun-synchronous space experiment. The example utilizes a
radiation analysis program to predict heat fluxes on a cube for one complete
orbit. Results from the orbital analysis program, described in the previous
section, are used as input to this radiation program. An example orbit will
be presented and the orbital heating data will be summarized.
The orbit chosen for this application was a 1:30 p.m. ascending node
Sun-synchronous circular orbit with an altitude of 705 km and a launch date in
1998. Representative values for the solar constant, Earth infrared radiation
and the Earth albedo were used. These values are commonly used by thermal
analysts for spacecraft design. It was also assumed that the spacecraft
surface was black, such that the emissivity and absorptivity were 1.0. This
orbit data was used in the SOAP computer code to calculate pertine_it orbit
parameters required by the Thermal Radiation Analyzer System (TRASYS) program
(ref.3). These parameters are summarized in Table 2. The TRASYS program was
employed to define the incident infrared, solar and Earth albedo heat fluxes
acting on a space experiment for one complete orbit. Thermal flux data were
generated for one orbit on two distinct days of the year when the Sun's
location, relative to the experiment, yields the highest and lowest Beta
angles. These two days represent the highest and lowest average heat fluxes
for the year. The ultraviolet (UV), which includes the solar and albedo
fluxes, and the Earth infrared (IR) flux contributions are shown i a Table 3.
These heat fluxes can be used as the basis for further thermal analysis
including sizing radiators or predicting instrument operating temperatures.
Since these two sets of data contain the highest and lowest average heat
fluxes for the year, the thermal analyst can be assured that all ocbital
heating fluxes will fall within these limits.
CONCLUSIONS
The fundamentals of an Earth monitoring Sun-synchronous orbit were
presented. A Sun-synchronous Orbit Analysis Program (SOAP) was developed to
calculate orbital parameters for an entire year. The output from this program
provides the required input data for the TRASYS thermal radiation computer
code, which in turn computes the infrared, solar and Earth albedo heat fluxes
incident on a space experiment. Direct incident heat fluxes can be used as
input to a generalized thermal analyzer program to size radiators and predict
instrument operating temperatures. The SOAP computer code and the thermal
analysis methodology presented in this paper should prove useful to the
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Figure 2. Beta angle versus day of the year for various sun-synchronous orbit times




















































Table 1. Circular Sun-Synchronous Orbit Parameters for Specific Repetition Factors
PARAMETER
Days After January 1
Longitude of Ascending Node














Orbit Altitude = 705 km
Sun-synchronous Orbit Time = 1:30 pm Ascending Node
Revolution Time = 1.65 hours
Eccentricity = 0.0
Thermal Analysis Constants:
Solar Constant = 1352 W/m*m
Earth Infrared Radiation = 236.6 W/m'm




Table 2. TRASYS Input Parameters
Surface Flux Data (W/m'm) - July 9, 1998 (Beta Angle = 17.28











30 UV 0 0 0 0





























120 UV 1309 1 396 4 24174
IR 55 55 53 53 195 I 0





























240 UV 69 791 461 68 265 1083
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
270 UV 30 1207 428 35 143 583
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
290 UV 3 1308 400 8 39 152
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
323 UV 0 1155 387 0 586 0
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
350 UV 0 0 0 0 0 0
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
Surface Flux Data (WIm*m) - November 5 1998 (Beta Angle = 29.04)
0 Uv o 0 0 0 0 0
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
20 UV 0 0 0 0 0 0
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
47 UV 1031 0 648 0 587 0
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
80 UV 1199 1 659 3 21 63
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
120 UV 930 49 707 48 198 810
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
150 UV 428 75 729 69 278 1135
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
170 UV 81 145 732 73 290 1185
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
210 UV 53 876 711 52 212 867
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
250 UV 3 1198 664 6 38 144
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
287 UV 0 1031 648 0 587 0
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
310 UV 0 0 0 0 0 0
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
340 UV 0 0 0 0 0 0
IR 55 55 53 53 195 0
Table 3. Experiment Heat Flux Data
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Appendix A
SOAP Computer Program Listing
• o••• •••• • e••e ••+•••••••e• eee• le le•oloeoe•e eeeeegeu•e•o • lee*•eel J*eeooo oeeoe •
Sum_Syn¢hro_mJs Orbit AeIlyIIE Progrl4B (SOAP)
written In the form of a FOtYIIN_I SI_ItOUTII_
Written by: 8rlBn Kilt•ugh * Iq_SA LaoOley research Center
IllJl $tog d3l
141alton. VA 23669 (IO4) 864*?04?
This program CllculateJ AII ol the necessary orbital lair&let•lee
lot a sun-syn_ronous sM¢e experiment. Irl_t for th4 pro•rill
io¢ludes the year, exDerinent eititude, and sun-synchronous orbit
time. OUtlet for the prngrall Includes the BETA Angle (Angle
between the sun and the experill_lt orbit blame) for each day ot
the year. and the .axiom and llJfllu BETA Angles for that year.
These mxlu and lllnlmm BETA Angles are used to caJculete
orbital parameters such as: Julian Dete. DEys relative to |Mmiry
I, SOlar Declination. Orbit Inclination. LOngitude of the ascending
NOde. tight Ascension of the Sun. and the Orbit Time. These
101ram•Bets can be used to run alw radiatlen amity•Is BrodrUl that
calculates radiation fluxes over one orbit, on a given day.
eeawea Jl.eeJ|aeeee gegl•l•e eegao•ue•.e•gegeg••eeege•s•e+l•ee•eeg•••••e••es•••e
Pi_SCJt_ue PJA IN
• THiS 15 AN EXXItPLE CALLING PROCBAII
D Ill[N• ION BETA ( 366 ). DECL i ( 366). LQNGAS( 3ea J. IIASSUN( 3ea )
OI_NS ION AtO_THS(2).0_YS(2) .COUPS(2)














I krYtc[It t EAP. MONTHS. DAYS. COUI_r S. vE aB




JO FOIST (/." Sun-Syr_hronoiJl Orbit Analysis Pro•tall (SOAp)'./.
3, " ,eee•eee••••••e•geeee•e•J•••u•eeeellee•••ooee'./)
Pit iNT 20
20 FOIMAT(1X. 'Enter an OUtlet llle name In SIkGLE oaf•tee: ")
READ * .0tJTF ILE
0PEN(UNi Te2. F IL Em_UTE ILE)
PbINT 30
FOBa_T(TX. "Enter the Year: ")
IlEAD * .YEA•
pll INT 40
POIUuT(lX.'Entar the EIDerlment AltltudO (km):')
lEAD ".ALT
PII INT SO
ECiU_TItX. "Enter the Sun-synchronoils Orbit Time:')
PRINT 60
FOIAIAT(IX. "EXIIIpIe >) I).5 [u 1:30 IMi Ascending NOde)')
lEAD *, TLJ_CH
CALL Si_PIYEAt.ALT.TLALN_,LEAP.MO_TIiS.DAYS.COUNTS, I1_ .OTIMe.
• bETA, D(CL I. L0klPJbS. litASSJI.IH. i tiltOl )
IF (iEtilGI .1_. 0 ) CO TO I
IIITE(2,TO)
F01_T ( |X, "**'*llllllelll'l•l*llllllll*lelllel*leleee*lel* +)
Mt ITE( 2. lO)
F0taAY (IX." Sun-Syrlchro_ous Orbit AnliysJs Prograll (SOAp)')
IIIITE (2, I0)
_ (l_. "llllllllllllllllllllllllllllll IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII * )
OglTE(2, iNS YEdii
FOAI_T (IX+" Year of Launch • '.14)
NITE(2,120) ALT
fOla_Y (IX," AltltU4e (kiP) • ",FS.t)
WtlTE(2. 140) TLAUNCH
F0dJUT (1X," _Ji_Synchron0u$ Orbit Tlon • ",F5+2)
WBITE(2. ISO)
150 FQIIU, T (IX, "*•*,.'•',,'••*_***e**eeH•e_•_•_HOe.''•••'',•'')
tllTE(2.160) INCL
160 FObk_T (ix," Orbit Incllnatlo+n Angle,deg. • ",F5,2)
• tlTE(2, i7Ol 0TIIIE
I?0 F(_tJIW_T (IX, ° Orbit Tllel (hours) • ".F4,2)
will TEE2+ II0)
IlO F0_MAT I iX, *+!+elelllellleelllelelleleellllellllllleleellle "J
I_iTE(2. IqOi 6ETAIC_IJNTS(I))
tg0 FOIST (ix." eaxlu beta *ngle.ded. • ".F6.2)
200 FOII_T (IX," Gite ol eaxilul Bell Angle • ".12. "I',12|
tITE(2.2_O) C0U_S(+)
210 FOAIIAT (IX." 04ys Relative to Jel_uAfy I • "o14)
1lit IT[(2.22b) D(CL I (¢IX,IqTS( I ) )
2319 FOIJ_T (IX. + Solar Oe¢lination.dA0. • ".F6+2)
II ITE(2.23O) LCI_S(¢0UqT$( I ) )
230 Folla_r (IX." Longitude ol Ascending Node.deW. • ".FI.2)
ENIITE (1,240) II _._._IUN< COUNTS ( I ) )
24d F0111AT (IX," light AIConIIon Of i114 SUR.dtg. • +.El.))
I111TE (2. 250)
250 FlY.AT I IX, *llOllllellllllellelelleleeelleelelesllelllellll ")
It i TEE2,24MI) IITA ( C¢IJIA'TS ( 2 ) )
260 Fi_ilAT (IX." llnllul 1411 _I111,41111. • '.F6.2)
VNitTI(2. 77111 1i_111_( :1) .OAYS( :1)
270 F0111_T (IX.' 01re of lllllllmJ 14111 Angle • ".I`1. 'I'.12)
It ITE 1`1. _141) ¢OLIMTS(_t)
210 FOtlMT (IX." Olyi lelltlVl to Jllquiry 1 • ",14)
lllt I TEE2.34)O) DICL 1 (COLiqTS(2) )
2+)0 F_T (IX," SOllr 04cllMllonodng. • ",El.2)
wl iTI(2.34_) La_G_S ( CCUfl_(_) )
30_ F041._T (IX." Llmgitude llf Ascending N04e,del+ • ",E6+2)
NITJ(2,]lO) IASSIJhI(CCIJ_$(_) )




310 FWU_T (iX. "DIy ol yelr',_x. "kla angle',2x.'Solar De¢llmllon'.
_,3x, "light ilcenslon',_x," Longltuckl oi',I." mmmmmmuumee +.2X,
)'IIII!IIIII" +2_. "IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII" ,iX, "or the SU_" +d[X.
>" ilClndind MD<M' .I.4SX. 'uammeuummeueaee', IX. " eaemeJmnJammmm')
00 d00 I=f.$6S+LEAP
Sit I TEE2,3S0) I , BIOTA( i ) ._¢.J. I ( I ) . If( I ) , LCNC_bS( I )
3S0 F04tliiAT (_X,14.1X.Fi+2, tOX,EB.2, I_.FI.2. IIX,FB.2)
AO0 CO¢T I N_
CLOSE (Urll t .2)
5TOP
END
• UIIOUTIN! SOAp(YEAB+ALT.TLAUNCH.LEAP.40NTHS.DAYS.CGLOIlrS. I_.
• OTIII_. II|TA. O(CL I . L4_C_LS. IlAS_JN, I EIlRoe )
• •*eleee*l *eeleeeeee*eeeee• • eeee•eeeeeeee••lte i • •
SAm-Synchronous Orbit _talysis Prngrlm (SOAP)
written In the fnrll of a F_Te_ St•tO•TiN!
written by: Brian Kill•ugh - IqqS_ Landlny Research rioter
IBII 5tng 431
HII®fon. VA 23665 (804) d4ki-7(kl7 •
*
This prngrall calculates all of the n_cessary orbital Dlrlla_ters
for l sun-synchrolIoul IDice experllllflt. In_Jt for the brngrlm
Includel the year. exporillent altitude, and sun-lynChroemlil orbit
time. Out_t for the prngram includes the il|TA Angle (angle
bet_en the sun and the eilberlment nrBit pllr_) for each day of •
the year+ and the &lxlBlal and llinlmum BETA Angles for that year.
These IIIxlu an• olnlu BETA Angles are used to Calculate
orbital parameters such as: Julian 0_te. Oeyl relative to JamJry
I. Solar Declination. Orbit Im:li_tion. Longitude of the ASCertain• •
H_de. light Ascension of the Sun. and the Orbit Time+ These
Mr•meters Can be used to run any radiation analysis program tl_llt
calculates radiation lluxes over on4 orbit, on I given day.
• i _•leleee •_leee e •e sl l Cling!el llelglllll llllUlllllllgllglllUllll
II III I llll I IIIIIII + llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll
YAl IABf. E DEE INITIQN:
Ik_UT :
Y_AIt • YEAR REQUEST •_ Iq50
ALT • ExDerlment AltltuM
_I.MJNCH • Stxt-Synchronous Orbit Time (Hours Pill IIIdltlght)
OUTPUT:
LEAP • l+ tF LEAP YEAil; O. IF NOT LEAP VEAl
• _ INDICATOII Fon IIAX. IIIN BETA
DAYS w DAY INDi_ATOI FOI MAX. MIN BETA
_I_IT$ •IND(X INDI_TOI FOI MAX, &IN IN 4illA_
iNCL • I_llnatlo_ angle
OTII_ • Orbit lime (lto_JrS)
BETA • 8|TA Angle (Angle between the Sun an• the Orbit Plane)
D(CLI • Solar De¢llnltlon
Lt_GAS • LOt_lltude of the AlcendltMI IqlO<le
t_uq • tight ASCension of the Sun
IEIIOI! • O. IF NO Rill•R: I. ERROR IF DeTE • leSO CAL. NOT VALID
• 1|1| el |1| II • • • • • •lille• |lilelllle lelOleellllleeeeee •Ill•lee • le ell• el•I• • ee • •
VAIIIAI_ES USED IN LOGIC:
JLDeTE • Julian Oete •
• I.CI_ • l_In LOl_lltude of the Sun
• ll_ln AnoIIly
ECLONG • ECllbtl¢ LOngitude •
OILEC m C_IIBulIy of Eclipt|c •
RAGREEN • tight Ascension O! the GreelYalch lUlrldlln I! midnight
• vector NDrmel to tile ExPeriment (tA-O(Ct Coor4+ system)
• Solar VL<tor (BA-O(CL COord. Systme)
• eg|ooeoe|eeo•oeoeu••••uu•illleellllOlll IOlll lie l el ll el el lelllllllellll el el el
O I _IEIdS I Osd BETA(366 ). I_CL I (34r_). LQN_$( 366). RASSUN(36B )
Oill_MSl_i _S12).aO_ItHS(2).BAYS(2)
• AUu(IalUII I_H(N lliNIMU_ ST+WED IN AllAYS
INTEG_I YEA1,LEAP,_I_I_,OAVS,COU_S. iEileol
Ileal ALT.TLAUNCH, INCL ,OTII_
REAL BETA. DtCL I. L(]NGAS, JtASSUIq
elel lleee ill* lie leleleloe*lll iiii II IIIIIII I•IIIII II II II
HAL mL_.IUM_OI_+LESS. INCl. INC2,
• P I. IIAO. AdG. ECJ._NG. JULOAT, jLDETE, M.mDA V.
• 01iL EC. IAS I, IIAS2. I_C_EEN, K I, Al_2. _Od01A I. K, XN01A).
• X_UM. VSLIN. Z.qUq. Xk_+.lkl. Jl T+VIAX. II TAW I N




OATA OAYID¢Ir/O, 31 , Sql. 90.120, 151 . III . 212.213o273.304,3S4,366/
• OIFINIE JULOAT ii 12:120 NOGN JAN, I. 14150
DATA JULDAT/2433212. $1
eeoeeegoeeeoleoQeeosoe Jel,lo@eueeewemeleseuelmeBoa e@oe• ••eerie• @e
pIINT 2















* CALCULATE INCLINATION ANGLE AND TIJAIE
+HH•,••g*+I •i I*H •,ll+,m e*lel e*lll*,Ho•,,,,l.w• |llllm
INCII RAD*ACOS(O.98_473m(637B. I45'*ALT)**3.S
) /(-2064. 5874E* 11))




IF ((INCI.+LT.97.641).AND.(INCL.GE.96,566)) OTIAE m
• 24/( ( INCL-q7 + 641 )/(96. 568-97.6A t )* IS)
IF ((INCL.LT.96.988).AND.(INCL.GE,97,641)) OTIMEm
• 2AlE ( INCL -98. 988)/( 97 + 641-98. 988)* 14 )
IF (( INCL +LT+ 100.706) .AND. ( INCL .GE.gI.gea)) OTIAtEm
• 24/((INCL-IOO,706)/(qI.qBB*IO0.706)+IS)
IE (( INCL .LB. 102.q4&) .AND. ( INCL GIE+ 100+706}) OTIMEu
• 24/((tNCL-I02.q44)/(IO09786-182.944),,12}
•••@llleleesesewtegoeeogleeel•leloelello@e•eeeWlOlelg||ll
• CALCtA.ATE JULIAN DATE FRGIt JAN I 1950
NIJItDAY • (YEAR-IgSO)•S&S. _* JUI.OAT * INT(FLOAT(YEAII-1950.)i4.
• +0.49)
IF (/AOO((YEAR-I950).A).IFQ.2) LEAPsl
• ORBITAL PARMtETER CALCULATION +
e+lellllelt+lwwwe*ll@eeelleeeeleeee
00 ISO COU_Tml,36S*LEAP
JLDATE • COUNT * NL,It_Ay
ARG_ -4018+§ * COt,NT
tO IM.(]NG_ 2BO. 460-0. 9856474*ARG+L IFSS• 3&0.





iF (_tt,_4_l+_'T 0,0) GOTO 40
L IFSS.t. ESS* t
COTO 38
40 LESS•O.
IFCL_m _,.01_;. I. q 15 * S I N(_kANOtt/RAD ) * 0 + 02' S IN( 3*/AANO_t/BAD)
OBL IFCn 2"t. 439-0. 0000004' ARG
DIFCLI{COUNI")_ BADaASIN(SIN(IFCLONG/BAD)*SIN(0_LIFC/ItAD) )
RASI_ ( JLDATE-2415020.8)/SGS23*36000.768q
ItA52_ 0. 0003B708* ( ( JLDATE-2415020. O)/36525 ) • • 2
_;0 RA(_I E IFNo 9916qQGB33*RAS I *IIAS2"L IFSS* 360 •




70 L01_(',A S( C01JNT ) • IAG_t EEN_TL AUNCH* 60 + *0. 35068447-LIFSS• 360.
IF (LG%_AS(COUNT).LT.360.0) GOTO 60
L IFSSaL IF$S+ I.
GOTO 70
I10 LIFSS•0+
RASSUN(¢0UNT) • lAD* ATAN( COS ( 08L IF¢/IIAD) "TAN( ECL 0NG/RAD ) )
90 IF ((RASSUN(C(XJNT) .GT. 0.0). AND. (RASSUN(COUNT). LT. 360.0) }
• GOTO 130
IF (RAS.T_N(COUNT).GT.360.O) GOTO 100
IF (RASSUN(COUNT).LT.0.0) RASSUN(COL,WT)=I_AS_LJN(COUNT)*
> L ES5 • 360.
L IFSSwLIFS5+ I. +
GOTO gO
100 LESS•I.
120 RA SSUN( C(XJNT ) m8ASSUN ( C(XJNT ) -L ESS* 360.
LIFSS=LESS+ I.
IF (ItASSUN(COUNT),GT.31_.0) GOT• 120
130 ANG I mIFCLG_IG
ANG2uBAS_JN( COLINT )
IF ((ANGI.GE.8.0).AND.(ANGI.LT+qM)+0)) TltEN
IF ((ANG2.GI_.8+8).AND.(ANG2.LT.90+8)) GOTO lAD




IF ((ANGI.GI_,91_+0).AND+(ANGI .LT. II0.O)) THEN
IF ((ANG2.C,I[.0.0).AND.(ANG2.LT.00.8)) ANG3eANG2+90.
IF ((ANG2.(_|.qB.0).AND.(ANG2.LT+tB0.))GOT0 140
IF ((ANC2.GE. 180.0).._D.(ANG2.LT.270.)) ANC2mANC.2-9O.
ANG2-,ANG2-180.
ENDIF
IF ((kNGI,CAE.I|0.).AND.(ANGI LT.)?0.)) TI-I(N
IF ((ANG2.GE .0.0) .AND. (ANC2.LT._'0.0)) ANC2-ANG2*IBO.
IF ((ANG_.GE •90.0) .AND. (ANG2.LT# 180.0)) ANG2.ANG2+90+
IF ((ANG2.G_.IIO,O),AND,(A_2.LT.2?O.O)) GOTO 140
ANG2_AN_2 -90.
IFNDI F





140 RAS,_.IN( COUNT ) _ ANG2
lewll•eeeee*e@ee_mele|e•meeeeelleo
• BETA AI'_LIF CALCULATION *
*lllllllllllllllllllllelllllllll*l
• MOR_t*S IN( I N_I./RAD ) * S IN( LONGAS ( COUNT )/RAO)




•t,su_s I N( ECLG_G/RAD ) ,COS ( O_L IFC/It AD)
ZSIJI_S I N(IFCL(]NG/RAD) * S I N( _ EC/It AD)
)g_SU_it AD' ACOS ( _qOR_ 1 * XSIJ_ )_O_A2 * YSUN* X]qOPJA3 * ZSUN )
8E TA (COUNT ) mABS ( 90- _JN )
ISO CONTINUE
• _tAXlMJIIt * _tlNl_tt._ BETA ANGLIFS *





BETAMI NmBIFTA ( I )
IFNDI F
IF (BETAJAX.LT BETA( I )) TH[N
COUNT 1= I
BETA/kI, X=SETA( I )
IFNDII =
160 _INUE





NLAST • NLAST * LEAP
IFNDI F
IF(COUNTI.GT,NflRST .AND. COUNTI LE.NLAST} THEN
COUNTS(I) • ¢0UI_I
DAYS(I) • C(XJNTI - NFIRST
_AOqT_(I) • I
ENDI F
IF(¢OI.JNT2+GT.NF IRST .AND. C01.1qT2 LE NLAST) THEN
COUNTS(2) • C(X.NT2












** Sun-Synchronous Orb£t Analysis Program (SOAP) **
Year of Launch - 1998
Altitude (km) - 705.0
Sun-Synchronous Orbit Time - 13.50
Orbit Inclination Angle,des. - 98.21
Orbit Time (hours) - 1.65
Maximum Beta Angle,des. - 29.04
Date of Maximum Beta Angle - 11/5
Days Relative to January i - 309
Solar Declination,des. - -15.60
Longitude of Ascending Node,des. - 248.07
Right Ascension of the Sun,des. - 220.10
*Wr ¢c/ck_ 9cA_r_¢W 9¢9¢9ok 9rWgckn% _ _cA-A-k
Minimum Beta Angle,des. - 17.28
Date of Minimum Beta Angle - 7/9
Days Relative to January i - 190
Solar Declinatlon,deg. - 22.39
Longitude of Ascending Node,des. - 130.77














Beta Angle Solar Declination Right Ascension


















































Input and Output Calling Arguments for the SOAP Subroutine
SOAP has been written in FORTRAN in the form of a subroutine, designed to be
called from any other computer code. The input and output calling arguments
are described below in detail.
USE: CALL SOAP (YEAR,ALT,TLAUNCH,LEAP,MONTHS,DAYS,COUNTS,
INCL,OTIME,BETA,DECLI,LONGAS,RASSUN,IERROR)
INPUT: YEAR An input integer, designating the year, must be >= 1950.
ALT An input real variable, experiment altitude, km.
TLAUNCH An input real variable, Sun-synchronous Orbit time (hours
past midnight), i.e. 13.5 ( - 1:30 pm ascending node)
OUTPUT: LEAP Output integer variable, - 0, YEAR is not a leap year; - i,
YEAR is a leap year.
MONTHS Output integer array, dimensioned 2, containing the month
indicator for maximum followed by the minimum BETA
occurrence.
DAYS Output integer array, dimensioned 2, containing the day
indicator of the value MONTHS for the maximum followed by
the minimum BETA occurrence.
COUNTS Output integer array, dimensioned 2, containing the index
pointers in the BETA, DECLI, LONGAS, RASSUN arrays for the
maximum followed by the minimum BETA occurrence.
INCL
OTIME
Output real variable, the inclination angle, deg.
Output real variable, Orbit time, hours.
BETA Output real array, dimensioned 366, angle between the Sun
and the Orbit Plane,deg.
DECLI Output real array, dimensioned 366, solar declination
angle, deg.
LONGAS Output real array, dimensioned 366, longitude of the
ascending node, deg.
RASSUN Output real array, dimensioned 366, right Ascension of the
Sun, deg.




Governing Equations for the Calculation of Orbital Parameters
Assuming a fictitious spherical Earth and a nearly circular orbit, the
altitude of the spacecraft can be expressed as
a - h + 6378.145 (DI)
where a is the altitude above the center of the Earth and h is the nominal
altitude of the satellite above the Earth's surface in kilometers. Using an
iterative approach, the orbit inclination can be found from the following
equations (ref. 4)
cl - cos "I ( 0.9856473 a 3"5 / -2.0645874 x 1014 ) (D2)
c2 - 1 + 66058.33 ( 1 - 1.5 sin 2 (cl)) / a2 (D3)
i - cos "I (cos (cl) / c2) (D4)
where i is the orbit inclination in degrees. Equations (DI) and (D2) are
iterative steps used to calculate the orbit inclination.
The following equations used to calculate orbital parameters give the apparent
coordinates of the Sun to a precision of 0.01 degrees and time to a precision
of 0.i minutes. Similar equations can be found in references 3 and 6. As
expected, the location of the Sun is dependent on the day of the year. Thus a
time argument is used to calculate the Sun's location in a right ascension
declination coordinate system. The time argument is expressed as (ref. 5)
where d is the day of the year.
several orbital angles
n - -4018.5 + d
The time argument is used to calculate
L - 280.460 + 0.9856474 n
g = 357.528 + 0.9856003 n
- L + 1.915 sin g + 0.02 sin 2g
- 23.439 - 0.0000004 n
where L is the mean longitude of the Sun, g is the mean anomaly, _ is the
ecliptic longitude, and _ is the obliquity of the Earth's equator to the
ecliptic, in degrees. These equations are used to calculate the right






- tan "I (cos _ tan k) (DI0)
- sin -I (sin _ sin _) (DII)
In equations (D6) through (DII), and other equations involving angular results
in degrees, the results often produce angles not within the customary range of
12
0 to 360 degrees. Therefore, all angles should be converted to values within
this range. Using the results from equations (DS) and (Dg) the Sun's
position, normalized with respect to the distance from the Sun to the Earth,
can be expressed as a vector with rectangular coordinates.
X S - cos
Ys - cos£ sin k




The solar vector in the right ascension - declination coordinate system is
- Ks + Ys + Zs (DI5)
The spacecraft position can be expressed in a similar manner using equations
dependent on the day of the year, sun-synchronous orbit time, and the
inclination angle. The time argument for these equations is (ref. 4)
(DI6)T - ( J 2415020 ) / 36525
where T is the time in Julian centuries from the date January 0.5, 1900 and J
is the Julian date. The right ascension of the Greenwich meridian at midnight
can be expressed as
(DI7)r - 99.6909833 + 36000.7689 T + 0.00038708 T 2
with the result falling between 0 and 360 degrees.
of ascending node is
The equation for longitude
(DIS)-O, - r + 15.0410682 t
where t is the sun-synchronous orbit time in hours past midnight. Equations
(D4) and (DI8) can be used to calculate the spacecraft position in rectangular
coordinates for a right ascension - declination coordinate system. These
coordinates are
Xn - sin i sin _O- (DI9)
Yn - - sin i cos _1- (D20)
Zn _ cos i (D21)
and the corresponding vector equation
- Xn _ + Yn _ + Zn _ (D22)
The angle between the orbit plane of the _pacecraft and the solar vector can
be found by taking the dot product of the two vectors in equations (DI5) and
(D22). This result yields the "Beta Angle", in degrees, which is one of the
most important parameters for spacecraft thermal analysis.
= 90 - cos "I ( _ N ) (D23)
13
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